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CORPS/NON-LIEU 
CORPS/NON-LIEU is an artistic proposal which questions the place of the body in the public 
space.

It is the dance show of 35 minutes that involves the public and the space. It questions the 
place of the body in the public space, by exploring the point of view of the central figure: the 
security camera, that is the outside eye, the symbol of the contemporary obsession to spy on the 
dumb image that we produce by living.
The tools of story of corps/non-lieu are the ballet dance executed on the asphalt, the contempo-

rary dance in dumping in the public, the video projection of the live image got by a se-
curity camera, and the sound as the immediate translation of this image, allowed by a specific 
program developed for the project.



The body, a becoming non-lieu?
In Non-lieux. Introduction in an anthropology of  surmodernity*1, Marc Augé underlines 
the proliferation of “nonplaces”, been similar in Michel Foucault’s hétérotopies: “ if 
a place can define itself as identity, relational and historic, a space which can 
define itself neither as identity, nor as relational, nor as history will define a 
dismissal of the charges. “ The excessive specialization of the functions of places 
make it dismissals of the charges: means of transportation, hotels, supermarkets, 
highway stations, refugee camps so many exchangeable, generic spaces, with which the 
human, anonymous being, is in a relation of passive consumption without personal or 
subjective appropriation. The generic city, the accumulation of dismissals of the 
charges, comes along with a spectacularisation of the everyday life, through in 
particular the multiplication of the cameras of video surveillance. In a strange inter
scalar dialectic, the increasing standardization of bodies raises the question of the 
appearance of generic bodies, the sorts of intimate dismissals of the charges, at the 
same time images, symbols, tools of power, advertising tools, objects of desire, 
consumption, obsolete material.
How can we question the subjective and personal appropriation of our bodies today?
Why do not we find outside ears which listen to us, meta nostrils which inhale us, 
métabouches which speak to us? The camera of video surveillance evokes the eyes of the 
city. The reality proposed by the camera , Inanimate technological artefact, does not 
it possess its own subjectivity? Every body carries its own music, its own rhythms. 
Is it possible to listen to the music which continue to compose bodies in the generic 
city? How to listen to the orchestra that our bodies compose in the city?

*1 Marc Augé, Non-lieux, introduction in an anthropology of the surmodernité, The Bookshop of the XXth century, Threshold, on 1992.



	  

	  



The device
The dance, the video projection and the sound interact thanks to a program based on the technics 
of the tracking and developed specifically for CORPS/NON-LIEU. The programme analyses the image 
got in real time by the camera and in product a sound and graphic translation representing the 
virtualisation of bodies. This software constitutes a central element of the show
The complete installation consists of several modules which articulate between them and request 
alternately the spectator:
· The module of captation with the camera represents the central figure of the show;
· The module of distribution is used to throw the images got and treated by the computer on a 
surface of the architecture of the place, and to spread the immediate sound translation of the 
movements Got by the camera;
· The module tray(plateau) is the space in which the dancers evolve by playing with the public.

Performance Facts
Duration of the show: around 35 min
Company personnel: 2 dancers, 1 musician, 1 video programmer.
Space: Facing a streetlamp or surveillance camera. A free space of at least 5 by 5 metres
One or several surfaces on which to project at close range.
Time: Night.
Material supplied by the Company: one CCTV camera, one video projector, two HF microphones, danc-
ing sensors and electronic stethoscope, an analogue-digital converter, a BNC cable, a cable + VGA 
extension, a sound card.
Material supplied by the organisers: A sound system with six speakers and a mixing desk. Electri-
cal socket.
Staff requested: A technician.
Organisation of work time: Arriving the day before, 4 people from the company, for the adaptation 
of the space.

THE PERFORMANCE CAN BE REALIZED IN INSIDE OR OUTSIDE SPACE.





Public feelings…
“Of which genre are we, towards which genre go we, and how can go to us with our body 
there furthermore urban. But also, and can be more still, the question of the non-genre 
in echo has the notion of dismissal of the charges. This ambivalence perms of who are 
we, and of whom we are. And this work answer by a beautiful shape, which questions the 
intervening period. Our intervening period. Between the head and the body, between two 
places, between Men and women, between dance and singing, between classic and contem-
porary, between image and music, between poetry and politics, among others. In it pro-
posal the device and the choreographic writing which imposes the public place are omni-
present even. It is the result of this place and this space. Voluntarily androgynous, 
singing body, playing body, dance body. The question of the space and the sphere of 
influence of the body in this one, chinks or this carnal sphere of influence is still 
possible. We look we? What look do we put on our bodies? How long still in movement? “
Dominique Pranlong-Mars, director of mission Theater, ARCADE

 “The performance does not leave do not matter, the strangeness of places and char-
acters, their closeness with the public, the résonnance in the collective memory, the 
tenuous and viscous light, the flexible and twisted, proud and subjected bodies tour 
has tour all this clears a poetry and a charm one can poisonous, very considerable, 
bravo. “
Claudine Dussollier, coordinator of international projects
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research:
AOUT 2012, Premières recherches, Création et installation des capteurs. // Cité des 
Arts de la Rue, Marseille.
6-13 : Résidence a l’Entre-pont, Nice. Rencontre de l’ensemble de l’équipe.
NOVEMBRE 2012, 5-9 : Résidence au CNAR ; Citron Jaune. Écriture chorégraphique, drama-
turgique dans l’espace.
JANVIER 2013, 5-10 : Tests du dispositif camera. Lézarp’art cité des arts de rue, 
Marseille.
FÉVBRIER 2013, 14-21: Résidence au CNAR ; Citron Jaune. Recherche. Marseille.
MARS 2013, 2-3 et 10-11 : Répétitions .12-16 : Présentation- Reflet du Panorama des 
chantiers // Cité des Arts de la Rue, Marseille.
AVRIL 2013, 16-26 : Résidence de création au CNAR // Citron Jaune.

creation:
Creation residency in Nicephore cité from 2 to 17 December 2013, Chalons sur Saôune
Research residency in Point Ephémère from 4 to 21 April 2014, PARIS
Creation residency in Point Ephémère from 14 to 26 May 2014, PARIS

presentations:
Présentation in Festival nicephore, Chalons sur saône, April 2014
Présentation in Festival Point Ephémère, Paris, Juny 2014
Présentation in Festival Bains numériques, Paris, juny 2014
Présentation in EMANIFESTWO, la Péniche, Chalons sur saône, juny 2014
Présentation in festival chalon dans la rue, Chalons sur saône, july 2014

presentation in scene44, marseille, septembre 2014



THE COMPANY
CIE / PULSO
 Danse , Multimedia
 Marseille-Barcelone
 Artistic responsable : Rocio Berenguer 0650 23 08 11
Administrative responsable : Art compta ; Peggy : artcompta@gmail.com
Adress : Cité des associations, BP 309, 93 la Canebière, , 13001 Marseille
Email : creacionesinpulso@gmail.com 
Site : www.creacionesinpulso.com
N° SIRET : 79003004300018 N° APE : 9001 Z

PULSO is born in 2010 in Barcelona, created by Rocío Berenguer motivated by the 
meeting with the dancer Keyla Ramos. In 2013 settles down has Marseille, and continues 
its creations of dance in association with numerous international artists.
In the approach of the theânse and the poëlitique. Poëlitique; question, share, have 
a dialogue the political questions in a poetic way. Appropriate political questions of 
the social current events and find its analogies in the individuality, in the private 
individual, in the close friend. The thêanse; this concept comes from the fusion 
between the theater and the dance. A tool of representation and also research is. A 
Language is. Is situated in the limits of the representation. Influenced by the theater 
of the invisible, try to merge in the reality, to place confusions, and small 
interferences there. Work with the utopias of the body and the utopias of the space 
which we pass in transit. How to read the body through the space? How to read the space 
through the body? 



TEAM
ROCIO BERENGUER
Actress, dramatist.
Trained in interpretation. 2009 qualified in Dramaturgy in ESCENICA, in Granada, Spain. Dynamic 
Yoga teacher, awarded diploma Barcelona 2007/2008. With her company Creacionesinpulso, she writes 
and puts on her own performances allying “Theanse”, poetry and video: Délirio Poético (Riereta 
Teatre, Barcelona, September 2010), Atraco Poético (Granada 2009 - Barcelona 2010/2011), Enfer-
mad Social (Auditori de Sant Cugat del Vallès, Barcelona, 2006). She also makes short films, and 
has worked in television in the TV3 series “El Cor de la Ciutat” (2005-2007), and in the series 
“KMM”, on Diagonal TV in September 2011. Qualified as conceptualiser-creator of artistic pro-
jects in public spaces at the “FAIAR”,( Marseille, France 2011-2013).

MARTIN MAIRE
Sound artist, orchestra director, creator of interfaces and new instruments.
Currently studying at the CEFEDEM Rhône-Alpes, contemporary music section, specialising in 
M.A.O. (2011-2013). Awarded Diploma in Music Studies (D.E.M.). Previously studied: Composition 
(CRR, Grenoble 2011); Degree studies in electro-acoustics (E.N.M. Villeurbanne, 2009-2011); Sec-
ond master: Professional Musicology (MAAAV-Músicas Aplicadas Sobre las Artes Visuales); Lumières 
Lyon 2 University, 2010); First master: The search for Musicology (Lumières Lyon 2 University, 
2010); BA in Musicology  (Pierre-Mendès University, Grenoble, 2009). Numerous references in sec-
tors of music and image; contemporary music. Numerous collaborations in the dominions of live 
arts and digital art.



CEDRIC LACHASSE
Computer programmer for interactive installations.
Qualified in Fine Arts(painting; sculpture) in Paris, he continues his studies working for dif-
ferent artists in the realisation of monumental metal sculptures. He turns then towards anima-
tion and 3D film and carries out interactive creations with image and sound. Camera tracking 
especially attracts him and allows him to create non-intrusive interfaces to manipulate other 
software, video, sound, motors for artists’ installations, and agents of communication.

SARA LUPOLI
Dancer, coreographer
Very young she begins the study of ballet, modern dance jazz and contemporary, with masters such 
as, Arnaldo and Marcello Angelini R.Baiocchi and Guy de Bock. In 2007, she joins European Bal-
let has London, managed by Stanislav Tashov, and in summer, 2008, she is committed in Cannes 
Jeune Ballet of the College of dance of Cannes “ Rosella Hightower “, at first under Monique 
Loudières’s artistic direction and, later, of Paola Cantalupo, by playing a vast directory of 
international choreographers and also participate in differnts productions of the Opera of Nice. 
She also begins has to approach the choreography, and create two plays for the CJB: “ the life 
is somewhere else “, and “Mermaids”. In 2010, she joins the Ballet of Europe, As interpreter and 
creates as choreographer for the company plays “Frame” and “ Between Two - el desierto “. Par-
ticiple in different plays of the company Tavernaest. She integrates the Company Pulso in Febru-
ary, 2014. 



Co-producers
Entre-pont, Nice.

Citron Jaune , CNAR, Port Sant Louis
Deletere, Marseille.

Lézartap’art, Cité des Arts de Rue, Marseille.
CEFEDEM, Lyon.

LA MARTINE, Lyon.
FAI AR, Cité des Arts de Rue, Marseille

POINT EPHEMERE, Paris, France
Nicephore cité, Chalons sur saône, France



	  

CONTACT/
Rocio Berenguer

creacionesinpulso@gmail.com
ESP. (00 34) 654 19 65 76
FRA. (00 33) 650 23 08 11
www.creacionesinpulso.com


